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Condition: New. Ships From Canada. New in new dust jacket. Sewn binding. Cloth over boards. With
dust jacket. 294 p. Audience: General/trade. From Library Journal In this first novel by a former FBI
agent, ex-POW Jacob Slaughter is back in Vietnam to improve trade relations. Late in the
negotiations, the Vietnamese show him a prisoner, a cellmate long supposed dead, and the dossiers
of 22 more. Not much to our surprise, when he tries to get the men back, he discovers that shadowy
political forces oppose admitting that there might be living prisoners. Slaughter gets obstinate, and
a succession of cardboard villains, ranging from a Mexican assassin to the vice president, try to do
him in. Eventually, he bows to the wishes of the real rulers of America (not, as you have guessed, the
elected ones) and works out a compromise to save everyone's face without abandoning the POWs.
This novel reads like an episode of The X-Files, but it suffers from predictability, self-righteousness,
and uninspired writing. A.
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ReviewsReviews

The publication is great and fantastic. It can be filled with knowledge and wisdom You wont truly feel monotony at at any moment of your time (that's
what catalogues are for about if you ask me).
-- Dr . Ma r cos Gr im es III--  Dr . Ma r cos Gr im es III

This published pdf is fantastic. It really is rally fascinating throgh studying time period. I am just very happy to inform you that this is actually the greatest
publication i actually have read within my own lifestyle and could be he best ebook for actually.
-- Noem ie Hya tt-- Noem ie Hya tt
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